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ABSTRACT

Many high-performance metal parts users extend the service of these damaged parts
by employing repair technology. Hybrid manufacturing, which includes additive
manufacturing (AM) and subtractive manufacturing, provides greater build capability,
better accuracy, and surface finish for component repair. However, most repair processes
still rely on manual operations, which are not satisfactory in terms of time, cost, reliability,
and accuracy. This dissertation aims to improve the application of hybrid manufacturing
for repairing metallic components by addressing the following three research topics. The
first research topic is to investigate and develop an efficient best-fit and shape adaption
algorithm for automating 3D models’ the alignment and defect reconstruction. A multifeature fitting algorithm and cross-section comparison method are developed. The second
research topic is to develop a smooth toolpath generation method for laser metal deposition
to improve the deposition quality for metallic component fabrication and repair. Smooth
connections or transitions in toolpath planning are achieved to provide a constant feedrate
and controllable deposition idle time for each single deposition pass. The third research
topic is to develop an automated repair process could efficiently obtain the spatial
information of a worn component for defect detection, alignment, and 3D scanning with
the integration of stereo vision and laser displacement sensor. This dissertation investigated
and developed key technologies to improve the efficiency, repair quality, precision, and
automation for the repair of metallic components using hybrid manufacturing. Moreover,
the research results of this dissertation can benefit a wide range of industries, such as
additive manufacturing, manufacturing and measurement automation, and part inspection.
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SECTION
1. INTRODUCTION

1.1.BACKGROUND
High-performance components such as compressors, blisks, turbines, blades, and
airfoils are very expensive because they are typically made from high-value materials (i.e.,
Ti–6Al–4V and Inconel 718) and involve complex processing during manufacturing.
Metallic components may be subject to corrosion, impacts, variable thermal cycles and
stresses, or other conditions that could cause defects or cracking during the service life.
Fatigue and stress cracks are common initiators of failures that cause high-performance
and high-value components to be scrapped. Defects may also occur during the
manufacturing process such as milling ball indentation, cutter pull out, etc. Because of the
extreme cost of materials and labor for fabricating high-value components, it is necessary
to repair those components instead of replacing them. Conventionally, the welding process
has been used for repair such as tungsten inert gas (TIG) welding, plasma transferred arc
(PTA) welding, electron beam (EB) welding, high velocity oxyfuel (HVOF) thermal
spraying technique, and etc. The problems of conventional welding processes and thermal
spraying techniques do not allow to control of the deposit of exact materials with low input
heat to melt and bond materials to the base metal. Compared with the conventional welding
repairing technologies, AM has unique capabilities including low heat input, small heataffected zone, free-form fabrication, near-net-shape, and so on. Some components such as
distortion sensitive components or components made by “non-weldable” materials that
previously had to be scrapped because of the lack of a suitable repair technique can now
be repaired with AM. Hybrid manufacturing, which includes additive manufacturing (AM)
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and subtractive manufacturing, provides greater build capability, better accuracy, and
surface finish by combining the benefits of both processes.
Even though hybrid manufacturing provides great capability for free-form
fabrication, every repair case is unique. There are different kinds of defects including
cracks, corroded surfaces, worn-out surfaces, dents, broken parts, and deformations,
depending on the service environment. Meanwhile, there are different kinds of worn
components such as turbine blades, compressors, airfoils, molds/dies. The location and
geometry of the worn area is even arbitrary for the same kinds of components, and part-topart variation may occur because of an inaccurate clamping position and different
manufacturing tolerances. The uniqueness of each repair case brings challenges to worn
component model’s alignment, defect reconstruction, toolpath generation and the repair
processes automation. Currently, most repair processes still rely on manual operation.
Manual operation is not only labor intensive but it is also not satisfactory in terms of time,
cost, reliability, and accuracy. This dissertation investigates the key methodologies to
improve the use of hybrid manufacturing for repairing metallic components.

1.2.RESEARCH OBJECTIVES
The main objective of this dissertation is to investigate the key technologies to
apply and improve hybrid manufacturing processes for metallic component repair. Three
tasks are carefully studied to achieve the overall objective.
The objective of the research task one is to reconstruct the defect geometry.
Because the geometry of worn components is different and every defect geometry is unique,
it is a challenging and important task to develop an efficient and robust algorithm for defect
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reconstruction. Actually, there are two sub-tasks for task one. The first subtask is to bestfit the worn component model and its nominal model. Another subtask is to develop the
shape adaption algorithm to reconstruct the defect geometry. The focus of research task
one is to investigate and develop a general best-fit and shape adaption algorithm for
automating the alignment and defect reconstruction for components repair. A multi-feature
fitting algorithm is proposed to extract the geometric features to align the 3D worn
component and its nominal model. Based on the best-fitted model, a ‘point-line-surface’
fracture surface detection method is proposed to construct the fracture surface, and the
surface boundary is dilated to trim the nominal model to obtain defect geometry.
The second research task is to develop a smooth toolpath generation method for
laser metal deposition to improve the deposition evenness for metallic component
fabrication and repair. The conventional contour and zigzag toolpath pattern for laser metal
deposition are not smooth at turn points or corner points. The unsmooth toolpath causes
uneven deposition, which brings height variation and porosity problems. A parametric
curve equation based on three trigonometric functions is derived and built for arbitrary
smooth connections or transitions in toolpath planning and provides constant feedrate for
deposition. With the smooth toolpath, deposition idle time is also controlled for each single
deposition pass to obtain an even temperature during the whole deposition process.
After worn area modeling and toolpath generation, the third research task is to
develop an automated repair process that integrates the hybrid manufacturing process using
direct laser metal deposition, CNC machining, and in-process scanning to repair metallic
components automatically. The automated repair system could efficiently obtain the spatial
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information of a worn component for defect detection, alignment, and 3D scanning with
the integration of stereo vision and a laser displacement sensor.
The outcomes of the above research tasks are expected to advance the knowledge
of applying and improving hybrid manufacturing processes for metallic component repair.
The technical developments may benefit not only the area of component repair using hybrid
manufacturing, but also other areas such as additive manufacturing, manufacturing and
measurement automation, and part inspection.

1.3.ORGANIZATION OF DISSERTATION
In this dissertation, three major research and developments are presented and
organized as shown in Fig. 1.1. These three papers cover three stages of the component
repair: worn area modeling, path planning, and system integration and automation. Paper I
focuses on the best-fit and shape adaption algorithm design and development for defect
reconstruction. This paper presents the principles, methodologies and implementation of a
new multi-feature fitting algorithm for best-fit and a cross-section comparison algorithm
for defect reconstruction. After defect geometry reconstruction, the next stage is toolpath
generation for repair. Paper II aims to develop a smooth toolpath generation method for
laser metal deposition to improve the deposition quality for metallic component repair and
direct metallic component fabrication. General problem definition is investigated and
smooth toolpath solution is derived and built. Paper III aims to investigate repair system
integration and automation using hybrid manufacturing. A stereo vision-based hybrid
(additive and subtractive) manufacturing process using direct laser metal deposition, CNC
machining, and in-process scanning to repair metallic components automatically. The
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focus of this task is to realize automated alignment between the workpiece and hybrid
manufacturing system and adaptive tool path generation that can repair metallic
components after a single setup.

Paper I:
Multi-feature fitting and shape
adaption algorithm for
components repair
Algorithm design for
worn area modeling

Toolpath generation
and optimization

Repair using Hybrid
Manufacturing

Paper II:
A smooth toolpath generation
method for laser metal
deposition

System integration
and automation

Paper III:
Stereo vision-based repair of
metallic components

Figure 1.1 Framework of this dissertation
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PAPER
I. MULTI-FEATURE FITTING AND SHAPE ADAPTION ALGORITHM FOR
COMPONENTS REPAIR

Renwei Liu, Zhiyuan Wang, Todd Sparks, Frank Liou

Department of Mechanical and Aerospace Engineering,
Missouri University of Science and Technology, Rolla, Missouri 65409

ABSTRACT

In recent years, the usage of additive manufacturing (AM) provides new
capabilities for component repair, which include low heat input, small heat-affected zone,
freeform near-net-shape fabrication. Because the geometry of each worn component is
unique, automated repair processes is a challenging and important task. The focus of this
paper is to investigate and develop a general best-fit and shape adaption algorithm for
automating the alignment and defect reconstruction for components repair. The basic
principle of using features for rigid-body best-fitting is analyzed and a multi-feature fitting
method is proposed to best-fit the 3D mesh model of a worn component and its nominal
component. Depending on the geometry, model level’s feature fitting can work solely or
be combined with cross-section level’s feature fitting to align the worn component model
and its nominal model using features from the cross-sections of the 3D model. Since the
features from the defect area will disturb the feature-fitting result when applying the leastsquare method, the feature-fitting algorithm in this paper couples the least-square method
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and a density-based outlier detection method. These two methods run alternately to
gradually approach the best-fit result and eliminate the disturbance caused from the defect
geometry. The shape adaption algorithm is used to do cross-section comparison and defect
reconstruction based on the best-fitted 3D model. A ‘point-line-surface’ fracture surface
detection method is proposed to construct fracture surface and the fracture surface
boundary is dilated to trim the nominal 3D model to obtain defect geometry. Illustrative
examples with typical components and different kinds of defects are used to demonstrate
the flexibility and capability of using multi-feature fitting and shape adaption algorithm
developed in this paper. For broken components, different feature-fitting strategies are used
for symmetric components such as the bearing house model and turbine rotor model, and
for non-symmetric components such as bracket. For the deformed geometry, adaptive
slicing is used for the curved blade feature construction. The adaptive slicing can be
potentially used for the non-complete geometry’s feature construction. As for the shape
adaption, intersection surface on the nominal model and deformed model is used to obtain
the deformed geometry and missed geometry for defect reconstruction.
Keywords: Multi-feature Fitting, Shape Adaption, Best-fit, Repair, Additive
Manufacturing
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1.

INTRODUCTION

Parts machined from high-performance metals are very expensive (e.g., titanium
alloys and nickel-based alloys), especially large and high-performance materials. Many
users of high-performance metal parts, such as the aerospace industry, the mold/die casting
industry, and heavy machinery consumers, extend the service of these damaged parts by
employing repair technology. Conventional technologies for repairing metallic
components are welding-based processes and thermal spraying techniques such as tungsten
inert gas [1], electron beam welding [2], high velocity oxyfuel thermal spraying [3].
However, conventional repair techniques cannot deposit exact material to the worn area,
and they produce a lot of heat and cause high residual stresses, distortion and heat-related
effects in the base metal. AM has unique capabilities such as low heat input, a small heataffected zone, free-form fabrication, and a near-net-shape. Some components such as
distortion sensitive components or components made by “non-weldable” materials that
previously had to be scrapped because of the lack of a suitable repair technique can now
be repaired with AM [4]. However, most of the repair processes rely on manual operations
that are not satisfactory in terms of time, cost, reliability, and accuracy [5].
Automated worn area modeling is a main focus in the automated repair process.
Because the geometry and location for each worn component is unique, even the types of
defects vary from part to part. Current reverse engineering (RE) software cannot solve
worn area modeling satisfactorily [6]. After scanning the worn component, the RE software
packages [7-11] can transfer digitized data into triangular meshes, reconstructed surface
models, or reconstructed 3D solid models. However, worn area modeling requires the
nominal CAD model of the original part to be compared to the actual worn component
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model so that the minimum steps of depositing and machining can be calculated. In general,
worn area modeling can be divided into two steps [5, 12]:


Best-fit is performed to determine the correlation between the nominal position of the
nominal CAD model and the actual model of the worn component. Mathematically, the
best-fit algorithms determine the transformation rule for rigid body transformations
consisting of translation and rotation in a 3D space. Because the shapes of the nominal
part and the actual worn part differ significantly, the best-fitted parts are not ideal
matches but are positioned as close as possible.



Shape adaption is performed to determine the correlation between the nominal shape
of the nominal CAD model and the actual model of the worn component. The purpose
of shape adaption algorithms is to extract and reconstruct the worn area’s geometry
after best-fit for adaptive NC paths.
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2. RELATED WORKS

The challenge for worn area modeling brings from the uniqueness of each repair
case. There are defects such as cracks, corroded surfaces, worn out surfaces, dents, broken
parts, and deformations, depending on the service environment. Meanwhile, there are
various kinds of worn components, such as turbine blades, compressors, airfoils, and
molds/dies. The location and geometry of the worn area is even arbitrary for the same kinds
of components, and part-to-part variation may occur due to an inaccurate clamping position
and different manufacturing tolerances. Because the geometry of worn components is
different and every defect geometry is unique, the main focus for worn area modeling is to
develop an efficient and robust algorithm for best-fit and shape adaption.
Zheng [13, 14] proposed a strategy to capture the geometry of the worn area by
comparing the point cloud of the worn part with its nominal CAD model. A point-tosurface-best-fit method was adopted to fit the measured point cloud of a worn part with the
nominal CAD model surface. The boundary of the worn area was extracted and represented
by a polygon to trim the nominal surface and obtain get the worn area’s geometry. Finally,
a triangular mesh of the worn area’s geometry was created to generate an STL file for repair.
Avagyan [15] developed a shape-matching approach to search the database for related or
identical parts with the purpose of extracting worn area information for repair. It is assumed
that a reconstructed worn component model is an input to the system, and a matching
algorithm based on the statistical similarity estimation was used to identify candidate
models from the database. A viewpoint algorithm was used for the best-fit algorithm to
obtain the transformation matrix. A triangle similarity comparison was adopted for the
shape comparison algorithm to extract the worn area’s geometry. Recently, efforts have
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been made towards creating a nominal model directly from the scanned geometry of the
worn component for use as the reference model for worn area modeling. Those methods
are specifically aimed at repairing gas turbine blades and compressor blades. Because
blades are normally made using a casting process, each part has a unique geometry due to
small variations in the manufacturing process such as tolerances and in-use damage [16,
17]. Gao et al. [18-21] proposed a defects-free model-based repair strategy to solve the
worn area modeling problem for turbine blades. A defect-free polygonal model was
obtained by a surface extension method and can be used as nominal geometry to extract
the worn area’s geometry in [18]. The reconstruction method in [21] resolves this issue by
sweeping a surface across the defective region. The sweep is based on the cross-sections
lying immediately outside. Because blade geometry is primarily dictated by the crosssection geometry along the longitudinal axis of the blade surface, the sweeping method
makes sense for reconstructing its nominal model. The method in [19, 20] reconstructs the
actual worn component by fitting a surface that conforms to the blade body over the
defective region using the RE software package. Piya [22] adopted the sectional Gauss map
concept to generate a series of prominent cross sections (PCS) along the longitudinal axis
and then reconstructed the damaged blade surface by interpolation. The intrinsic geometry
of the PCS lying in the non-defective region is then extrapolated across the defective region
to fill in the voids. A Boolean difference between the original defective model and the final
reconstructed model yields a fully parameterized geometric representation of the repair
volume. He and Li [23] developed a curved surface extension approach to construct a threedimensional shape of the worn area in blades using a CCD camera measurement system.
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The best-fit approaches used in previous studies did not consider the geometric
characteristics of components for geometry reasoning, which makes the best-fit algorithm
trivial and inefficient. And point cloud or geometry of defect area also disturbs best-fit
result. General observation shows that broken parts and nominal parts share the same
geometrical features such as the cross-sectional centroid, or convex-hull centroid in the
non-defective area. The transformation matrix obtained from best-fitting these features can
be used to best-fit the worn component model and the nominal component model. Since
the features from the defective area disturb the best-fit result, this paper proposes a multifeature fitting algorithm that couples a least-square method and a density-outlier-detection
method for best-fit and defect detection. Compared to the ‘point-to-surface’ best-fit [13] or
‘triangle-to-triangle’ best-fit approach [15] in previous researches, the multi-feature fitting
algorithm is much more efficient. The shape adaption algorithm is then used to do crosssection comparison and defect reconstruction based on the best-fitted 3D model. The crosssection comparison method detects the fracture segments of the defect area and constructs
the fracture surface. Finally, the fracture surface is dilated to trim the nominal model to
obtain the accurate defect geometry.
Because RE software packages are widely available for transferring digitized data
into triangular meshes, reconstructed surface models, or reconstructed 3D solid models [911]. In this paper, it is assumed that the input for worn area modeling are a reconstructed
worn mesh model and its nominal mesh model. The remainder of the paper is organized as
follows: Section 3 discusses the methodologies of the multi-feature fitting and shape
adaption algorithm. A rigid-body best-fit lemma is proposed and discussed in Section 3.1.
Processes and methods of building cross-sections and features are explained in Section 3.2
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for the input of best-fit algorithm. Section 3.3 explains the least square method and densitybased outlier detection method for multi-feature fitting algorithm. Section 3.4 describes the
shape adaption algorithm which includes the cross-section comparison for fracture surface
construction and dilation for defect reconstruction. Section 4 presents illustrative examples
with typical components and different kinds of defects that are used to demonstrate the
flexibility and capability of using multi-feature fitting and shape adaption algorithm
developed in this paper. Section 4.1 presents various feature-fitting strategies and defect
reconstruction for several broken parts models such as the bearing house model, turbine
rotor model, and the bracket. Adaptive slicing and various shape adaption process are
demonstrated in Section 4.2 for deformed components. Finally, the conclusions,
applications, and future work are discussed in Section 5.
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3. METHODOLOGY

This section discusses the methodologies of the multi-feature fitting and shape
adaption algorithm. It is assumed that the input for worn area modeling in this paper are a
reconstructed worn mesh model and its nominal mesh model. Since most of the
components have a planar reference surface for alignment or fixture, either for subtractive
manufacturing or additive manufacturing. It is also assumed the models used in this paper
have planar reference surface for feature extraction.

3.1.RIGID BODY BEST-FIT
As discussed in the introduction, best-fit algorithms determine the transformation
rule for rigid body transformations consisting of the translation and rotation in 3D space.
Lemma 1 gives a sufficient condition to best-fit two rigid bodies.
Lemma 1: If there are three non-collinear points in these two rigid bodies are bestfitted, it is sufficient to best-fit these two rigid bodies.
Proof: Figure 3.1 shows two identical rigid bodies at two different positions and
orientations. Let

P0 , P1 , P2 be three non-collinear points on rigid body (a) with their

'
'
'
corresponding points P0 , P1 , P2 on rigid body (b). First, let rigid body (b) translate and make

P0 , P0' fitted. After one point is fitted, model (b) has three rotation freedoms to rotate with
'

'
respect to P0 . Then, let P1 , P1 be fitted. After two points are fitted, rigid body (b) only has

the freedom to rotate with respect to axis

P1' - P ' . Finally, let P2 , P2' be fitted, and note that
0
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P2' is non-collinear with P1' , P ' . After three points are fitted, rigid body (b) has no freedom
0

to translate and rotate which means these two rigid bodies are best-fitted.

(a)

(b)
Figure 3.1 Rigid body best-fit

3.2.CROSS-SECTIONS AND FEATURES CONSTRUCTION
Lemma 1 gives the mathematical foundation for the multi-feature fitting algorithm
and provides guidance for how to build features for the best-fit algorithm in order to get
the best-fit result. This subsection describes the procedures and methods to build crosssections and features. The following steps explain how to construct cross-sections and
features:
Step 1: Select initial slice point

p0 and initial slice direction n0 . Most of the

components have a planar reference surface for alignment or fixture, either for subtractive
manufacturing or additive manufacturing. Therefore, the vertices and normal direction on
the reference surface can be defined as the initial slice point and initial slice direction. For
using the mesh model in this paper, any triangle on the reference surface can be selected to
provide initial slice point and slice direction for the slicing process. Figure 3.2 shows the
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cross-sections and features construction process for a 3D nominal and worn cone model.
As Figure 3.2 (a) and (c) show, a triangle on the bottom surface of a cone shape is selected,
a vertex of the selected triangle is defined as the initial slice point, and the opposite
direction of the normal direction is defined as the initial slice direction.
Step 2: Construct cross-sections. Slice along the initial slice direction for the whole
3D model. After slicing the first layer, the next slice point will move to

p  p0  t *n0 ,

where t is the slice layer thickness. The slicing process will achieve a series of crosssections of the 3D model. For each cross-section, it consists of one or multiple contours.
Each contour is a polygon that consists of lines. The cross-sections of the cone shape are
shown in Figure 3.2 (b) and Figure 3.2 (d) for the nominal model and the worn component
model respectively.
Step 3: Build features. Because the cross-sections of the worn component model
could be in an arbitrary position and orientation with respect to the nominal component
model, the cross-sections are not useful for the best-fit algorithm directly. From Lemma 1,
if the corresponding points of the 3D models could be found for the best-fit algorithm, the
models could be best-fitted. In this paper, the features are constructed for corresponding
points from cross-sections. They can be, but are not limited to, the centroid of the crosssection

ccs ,

centroid of the convex-hull of the cross-section cch , and the centroid of

minimal area bounding-box of the convex-hull cbb . The cross-sections obtained from 3D
mesh models consist of contours that are closed polygon; therefore, computing the centroid
of the cross-section, convex-hull, and the bounding-box equals to identifying the centroid
of a 2D closed polygon. The method of computing the centroid of a 2D polygon was
presented in [24]. As described in Figure 3.3, a polygon consisting of line segments
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between N vertices will adhere to the following: Pi  ( xi , yi ), i  0,..., N  1. If it is a close
polygon,

P0  PN . The centroid of a polygon, which is also known as the “center of gravity”

or the “center of mass”, can be calculated using Equation (1):


1 N 1
c

 ( xi  xi1 )( xi yi1  xi1 yi )
x

6A 0


N 1
c  1
 ( yi  yi1 )( xi yi1  xi1 yi )
y

6A 0

where, A 

(1)

1 N 1
 ( xi yi1  xi1 xi ) .
2 0

The red dots shown in Figure 3.2 (b) and Figure 3.2 (d) are the features of the
nominal component model and worn component model. The convex-hull of a cross-section
equals to computing the convex-hull of the 2D points set from the cross-section. The
quickhull algorithm for convex hull of a set of points was explained in [25]. The 2D
convex-hull is used to find the minimal area bounding box. The method of determining the
minimal area bounding-box of 2D closed curve was presented in [26].

3.3.MULTI-FEATURE FITTING ALGORITHM
This section explains the principle and processes of the multi-feature fitting
algorithm. The objective of this algorithm is to best-fit the 3D worn component model with
3D nominal component model through best-fitting the features from their cross-sections.
The transformation matrix obtained from feature-fitting is used to best-fit the 3D model.
The procedures of the multi-feature fitting algorithm are described in Figure 3.4. Generally
speaking, there are two level’s feature fitting to obtain the best-fit result: the model level’s
feature fitting and the cross-section level’s feature fitting. The slices and feature
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construction process was described in the previous section. At the beginning, the least
square method is adopted to best-fit the model level’s feature fitting. Because the defect
geometry affects the features, the least square method cannot get the best-fit result through
one-step calculation. For the least square method to get reasonable best-fit results, the
features from the undamaged area of the worn component should be much more than from
the damaged area. The acceptable feature-fitting result guarantees the undamaged feature
fitted better than the damaged feature. Therefore, the outlier detection method is applied to

(a) A 3D mesh model of nominal
component and face selection

(b) Cross-sections and features of nominal
model

Defect 1

Defect 2

(c) A 3D mesh model of worn
component and face selection

(d) Cross-sections and features of worn model

Figure 3.2 Cross-sections and features construction
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( x1 , y1 )

( x2 , y 2 )

N 6

( x0 , y0 )

( x3 , y3 )

( x5 , y5 )

( x4 , y 4 )

Figure 3.3 An example of a 2D polygon

take out the poorly fitted features. The least square method and the outlier detection method
are alternative approaches to find the best-fit result gradually. However, in some cases, the
model level’s feature fitting is not sufficient to best-fit the model. According to Lemma 1,
if the feature from the 3D model is one-dimensional, such as the 3D model’s central
symmetric or axial symmetric model, the model level’s feature fitting may not be sufficient
to best-fit the 3D model. For one dimensional features, the cross-section level’s feature
fitting can be used for further fitting to best fit the 3D model. If the feature for the model
level’s feature fitting is two-dimensional or three-dimensional, it is sufficient to best-fit the
3D model according to Lemma 1. Finally, if the fitted result is acceptable under tolerance,
the best-fit transformation matrix will be obtained. Meanwhile, the outlier detection
method filters the features from the defect geometry area, and those points provide the
information for defect detection and reconstruction. The following subsection will discuss
the least square method and outlier detection method in detail for feature-fitting.
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Figure 3.4 Multi-feature fitting algorithm

3.3.1. Least Square Method. Consider a nominal component model’s feature





consisting of N vertices Pi  xi , yi , zi , i  0,..., N  1 and a worn component model’s
o

o

o

o





feature consisting of M vetices Pi  xi , yi , zi , i  0,..., M  1 . Here, N  M . If
w

w

w

w

N  M , the first M feature points from nominal model are used for the calculation,
because arbitrary translation can be represented by three translation variables x, y, z  and
arbitrary rotation can be represented by three rotation variables such as the roll-pitch-yaw

, ,   [27].The transformation rules can be defined by Equation (2):

T  Ttrans * Tz , * Ty , * Tx,

(2)

The least square method determines x, y, z  and , ,   to build transformation
matrix so that the worn model’s feature best fits the nominal model’s feature.
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'

The transformed worn model’s feature Pi w can be obtained by Equation (3):

Pi w

'

 xiw 
 w
y
 T *  iw 
 zi 
 
 1 

(3)

As Equation (4) shows, the objective of best-fit is to minimize the sum of square
difference between nominal model’s feature and the transformed worn model’s feature.
M 1

Objective: min  ( Pi o  Pi w )

2

'

(4)

i 0

Where,

the translate matrix is Ttrans
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s c
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According to Lemma 1, if the model level’s features is one dimensional, the model
level’s feature-fitting may not be sufficient to best-fit the model, such as in the outside
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symmetric geometry with inner holes. The unit vector of the direction along the model
level’s features is defined as Vm  (u, v, w) . The cross-section level’s feature-fitting is to
best-fit the features from the cross-section based on rotating the features with respect to
the vector

Vm at a certain angle  . In this paper, a nominal cross-section and its

corresponding worn cross-section after the model level’s feature-fitting is selected for the
cross-section level’s feature fitting. Consider the features from nominal cross-section is a





set of points PCi  xi , yi , zi , i  0,..., N  1 , the features from a worn cross-section is a
o



o

o

o



set of points PCi  xi , yi , zi , i  0,..., M  1 . The cross-section can be from defect areas or
w

w

w

w

'

an undamaged area’s geometry. The transformed worn model’s feature PCiw can be
obtained by Equation (5):

PCiw

'

 xciw 
 w
yc
 TVm *  iw 
 zci 


 1 

(5)

As Equation (6) shows, the least square method for cross-section level’s featurefitting is define as to minimize the sum of square distance of transformed worn cross'

o

section feature point PCiw to nominal cross-section feature points set PC . The distance
o

o

w

o
between PCi to PC is define as the minimal distance between each PCi to PCi .

M 1

Objective: min  ( PC  PC )
i 0

Where,

w'
i

o

2

(6)
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TVm

 c  u 2 (1  c )

uv(1  c )  ws

 uw(1  c )  vs

0


uv(1  c )  ws

uw(1  c )  vs

c  v (1  c )
vw(1  c )  us

vw(1  c )  us
c  w 2 (1  c )

0

0

2

0

0
.
0

1

The matrix for a rotation by an angle of  about an axis in the direction of Vm is [28].
3.3.2. Density-based Outlier Detection. Features from the damaged area disturbs
the results of best-fitting the worn model’s feature to the nominal model’s feature when
applying the least square method, and since there are more features from the undamaged
area than damaged area, the features of the undamaged area fit better than the damaged
area. Therefore, density-based outlier detection method [29] is adopted in this paper to take
out the relative poorly fitted features to minimize the disturbances from features of the
damaged area. The first calculation using the least square method be used to find the
distance between each corresponding features Di  Pi o  Pi w , i  0,..., M  1 . Therefore,
'

the density-based outlier detection method is for the set of features’ distance Di i 0 . The
M 1

following steps explain the method used in this paper for outlier detection. The principle is
to calculate each point’s relative density and the greater than outlier threshold seen as
outliers:
Step 1: Calculate the reach-distance between each feature point

Di to other points

in the dataset Di i 0 .
M 1

Step 2: Calculate the global reachability density of each feature point using below
Equation (7):
Grd ( Di )  1 /(



oDi iM 01

reach _ dist ( D i , o)
M 1

)

(7)
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Step 3: Calculate global outlier factor (GOF) scores using Equation (8):

Gof ( Di )  (



Grd (o)
Grd ( Di )
)
M 1

oDi iM 01

(8)

Step 4: If GOF score is greater than outlier threshold, it is outliers.
3.3.3. An Example of Feature-fitting Processes. This subsection uses an
example to demostrate the processes of the feature-fitting algorithm. The features of the
cone shape are constructed as explained in Section 1. The initial spatial relationship of
nominal and worn model’s features are shown in Figure 3.5. The red dots represent the
features of nominal model and the blue stars represent the features of the worn model.
Only the centroid of the cross-section is used as the feature because it is the central
symmetric geometry.
At first, the least square method is used to fit the features. The first feature-fitting
results in Figure 3.6 (a-1) show that the features of the undamged area fit better than the
features of defect area 1 and defect area 2. After the first feature-fitting, the density-based
outlier detection method is used to detect the poorly fitted features. Figure 3.6 (a-2) shows
the distance between two corresponding nominal feature to worn feature ranges by about
0.5 mm. The whole feature is not well fitted because of the disturbance from the defect
geometry. Three outliers are detected for the first outlier detection and markerd as red stars
as shown in

Figure 3.6 (a-2).

According to the outlier detection results, three

corresponding feature points are deleted as shown in Figure 3.6 (a-3), and those three points
are the features of defect area 1. After taking out the outliers, the distance range between
two corresponding features of the nominal and worn models is about 0.2 mm. The new
features will be used for the second feature-fitting iteration. The second feature-fitting
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results in Figure 3.6 (b-1) show that the density-based outlier detection method is used to
detect the outliers. Two outliers are detected for the second outlier detection and markerd
as red stars as shows in Figure 3.6 (b-2). According to the outlier detection result, three
corresponding feature points are deleted as shown in Figure 3.6 (b-3), which are from the
features of defect area 2. After taking out the outliers, the maximal distance between two
corresponding features of nominal and worn models is about 0.04 mm. The feature-fitting
becomes better than the first iteration. The new features will be used for the third featurefitting iteration. The third feature-fitting results as shown in Figure 3.6 (c-1), again densitybased outlier detection method is used to detect the outliers. Only one outlier is detected
for the second outlier detection and markerd as red stars as shows in Figure 3.6 (c-2).
According to the outlier detection result, three feature corresponding points are deleted as
shown in Figure 3.6 (c-3) and those three points are the features of defect area 2. After
taking out the outliers, the maximal distance between two cooresponding features of
nominal and worn models is about 0.004 mm. The feature-fitting becomes 10 times better
than the second iteration. For this example, the threthod of acceptable maximal distance
between corresponding features is defined as 0.01 mm. Therefore, the feature-fitting result
after three iterations can be used to fit the cross-sections, and the outliers can be used to
figure out which cross-sections are from the defect area. The results of using the featurefitting algorithm for the cone shape are shown in Figure 3.7. The fitted features are shown
in Figure 3.7 (a), fitted cross-sections are shown in Figure 3.7 (b), and worn-area crosssections are shown in Figure 3.7 (c). As can be seen from this example, the feature-fitting
algorithm in this paper can guarantee the efficiency and the accuracy through coupling the
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least square method and the density-based outlier detection method, especially if the
component dimension is large or uss high-resolution features.

Figure 3.5 The initial spatial relationship of nominal and worn model’s features
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Features of
defect 1

Features of
defect 2

(1) The first feature-fitting by least-square method

(2) The first outlier-detection after feature-fitting

Taking out
outliers

(3) Features after taking out outliers

Figure 3.6 An example of feature-fitting algorithm based on least-square and densitybased outlier-detection. (a) The first iteration result of feature-fitting and outlier
detection.
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Features of
defect 2

(1) The second feature-fitting by least-square method

(2) The second outlier-detection after feature-fitting

Taking out
outliers

(3) Features after taking out outliers

Figure 3.6 An example of feature-fitting algorithm based on least-square and densitybased outlier-detection. (b) The second iteration result of feature-fitting and outlier
detection. (cont.)
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Features of
defect 2

(1) The third feature-fitting by least-square

(2) The third outlier-detection after feature-

Taking out
outliers

(3) Features after taking out outliers

Figure 3.6 An example of feature-fitting algorithm based on least-square and densitybased outlier-detection. (c) The third iteration result of feature-fitting and outlier
detection. (cont.)
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(a) Best-fitted features

(b) Fitted cross-sections after feature-fitting algorithm

(c) Fitted worn-area cross-sections

Figure 3.7 The results of using feature-fitting algorithm

3.4.SHAPE ADAPTION ALGORITHM
This section explains the shape adaption algorithm to reconstruct the defect
geometry. In this paper, the shape adaption algorithm includes two stages shown in Figure
3.8, which are cross-section comparison and defect reconstruction. The best-fit models and
detected worn area slices are input for the shape adaption algorithm. At the first stage, the
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best-fitted worn area slices from the nominal component model and the worn component
model are compared to identify the defect segments of the worn model’s cross-sections.
The goal of this stage is to construct the fracture surface of the defect area according to the
defect segments. A ‘point-line-surface’ cross-section comparison algorithm is proposed
and realized in this paper to construct fracture surface. The second stage is to trim the
nominal model using fracture surface for defect reconstruction. Because the fracture
surface obtained from stage 1 doesn’t not have intersection with the nominal model, the
fracture surface needs to be dilated firstly. The dilation parameters can be defined by the
user. Mesh trim is adopted to obtain accurate defect geometry using dilated fracture
surface.
3.4.1. Cross-section

Comparison.

A

‘point-line-surface’

cross-section

comparison algorithm is proposed and implemented in this paper. The main idea is to use
scan lines to detect the fracture segments of the worn area slices, then use the fracture
segments to inversely derive fracture surface of the worn component model. The steps of
cross-section comparison algorithm are described below:
Step 1: Import models, best-fitted slices, and define parameters. Import nominal
model

M n , best-fitted worn model M w for slicing. Define layer thickness and direction for

slicing, threshold value for detection and etc.
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Figure 3.8 Stages of shape adaption algorithm

Step 2: Detect the first fracture segment with scan lines. For each cross-section
pairs

S n , S w which from M n and M w . S n is consisted of u lines set l1,n , l2,n , ,l u1,n , lu,n ,

S w is consisted of v lines set l1,w , l2,w ,,l v1,w , lv,w . A series of scan planes SP are adopted
to get intersection with S n , S w . For each scan plane, intersection points set

IPS n , IPS w with

S n , S w are calculated. For each intersection point IPw in IPS w , calculate the distance
from

IPw to each point in IPS n , DIS  IPw  IPS n . If minimal distance of the DIS  Td

(the threshold value for the first fracture segment detection), the first intersection point we
define it as IPf ,w , which is from the first fracture segment which we can define it as l f ,w in

S w as shown in Figure 3.9 (a).
Step 3: Extend the first fracture segment to construct the whole fracture segments.
As Figure 3.9 (b) shows, after the first detected fracture point and segment, the algorithm
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will do detection forward and backward along the cross-section to construct the whole
fracture segments. The detection process is similar with Step 2.
Step 4: Construct fracture surface. All the fracture segments detected in Step 3 are
used to construct fracture surface. As Figure 3.9 (c) shows, the fracture segments are from
the intersection between slice plane with the worn component model (STL model in this
paper). In the cross-section comparison algorithm, the fracture segment is indexed to which
triangle it is from. In this way, fracture triangles are constructed according to the fracture
segments.
Step 5: Slice the models in two additional directions and repeat Step 2, 3, 4. In
some cases, the cross-sections from one slice direction is not enough to detect all the
fracture triangles to construct the fracture surface, two addition orthogonal slice directions
may be used repeat Step 2, 3 and 4 again to construct fracture surface. Finally, all detected
fracture triangles which constitutes the fracture surface are exported to an STL file for the
ensuing defect reconstruction.
Figure 3.10 shows an example of fracture surface construction. Figure 3.10 (a)
shows the first fracture segment detection processes of the worn-area cross-sections of
defect 1, a series scan planes are adopted to do detection from y negative to positive
direction. The black dash lines represent the intersection between the scan planes and the
cross-sections, the red dash line is the intersection between the scan plane and the first
detected fracture segment. The constructed fracture segments are shown in Figure 3.10 (b)
and Figure 3.10 (c) shows corresponded facture surface of defect 1, and Figure 3.10 (d) is
the fracture surface of defect 2.
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Nominal cross-section
First detected fracture point

and segment

Scan lines

Fracture triangles

Worn crosssection

Backward
fracture points
and segments

First detected fracture point

(a) First fracture segment detection
construction

Fracture segments
Forward fracture
points and
segments

(b) Fracture segments construction

(c) Fracture surface

Figure 3.9 ‘Point-line-surface’ cross-section comparison processes

3.4.2. Defect Reconstruction. The basic idea for defect reconstruction in this
paper is to use fracture surface to trim the nominal component model. However, the
constructed fracture surface in the previous section cannot be directly used to trim nominal
model because there is no intersection between them. Therefore, the vertices of the fracture
surface boundary are dilated to get intersection. As Figure 3.11 (a) shows,
three connective vertices on the fracture surface boundary,


of the triangles at the boundary. l is the unit vector of

Pi1 , Pi , Pi1 are

 
ni 1 , ni are the normal direction

Pi  Pi 1 , m is the unit vector of

   
 
Pi 1  Pi , u  ni 1  l , v  ni  m . The dilated vertice P ' of Pi can be obtained by following
i

Equation (9). The dilated result shown as Figure 3.11 (b).


Pi '  Pi  t * d v

 

Where t is dilation length, d v  u  v .

(9)
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(a) Fracture point detection for worn
cross-sections of defect 1

(b) Fracture segments construction of defect 1

(c) Fracture surface construction of defect 1

(d) Fracture surface construction of defect 2

Figure 3.10 An example of cross-section comparison and fracture surface construction

Using the vertices dilation algorithm, the dilated fracture surface of defect 1 and
defect 2 are shown in Figure 3.12 (a) and (b). The dilated fracture surfaces are used to trim
the nominal model which is shown in Figure 3.13 (a). In this paper, the STL format mesh
model is used for mesh trim and the mesh trim operation is realized in Rhino as shown in
Figure 3.13 (b). Finally, the defect geometry can be obtained as shown in Figure 3.14.
Figure 3.14 (a) shows the assembled defects with worn model, Figure 3.14 (b) and (c)
represent geometry of defect 1 and defect 2.
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(a) Vertice dilation process

(b) Dilated vertice and related lines

Figure 3.11 Vertices dilation for fracture surface boundary

(a) Fracture surface boundary dilation of defect
1

(b) Fracture surface boundary dilation of defect 2

Figure 3.12 An example of fracture surface boundary dilation
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(a) Fracture surface on the
worn component model

(b) Use dilated fracture
surface to trim nominal
component model

Figure 3.13 Mesh trim in Rhino for defect reconstruction

(b) Defect 1
geometry

(a) Assemble defects with worn model

(c) Defect 2

Figure 3.14 Mesh trim result for the example of a cone shape
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4. ILLUSTRATIVE EXAMPLES

There are different kinds of defects and damages [30] which can be broken parts,
worn out surface, corroded surface, and deformed parts. This section uses different
illustrative examples to demonstrate the flexibility and robustness of the methods
developed in this paper for different kinds of geometries and defects. Depends on the
geometry of the component, the feature-fitting process and feature’s selection may be
different. For example, if the geometry is symmetric and the feature is one dimensional
feature, cross-section level’s feature-fitting maybe needed to best-fit the model after model
level’s feature-fitting. As for defect construction, the defect reconstruction strategy also
can be different depends on the defect types. Such as for worn out surface or broken
surface, the defect can be obtained using fracture surface to trim nominal model. But for
deformed parts, it needs to build the intersection surface between the nominal model and
the deformed model to get the deformed geometry and the missed geometry. This section
will discuss how to use multi-feature fitting and defect reconstruction for different kinds
components and defects. The software for cross-section and feature construction, featurefitting, cross-section comparison and fracture surface construction and dilation are
developed in Python, with Scipy, Matplotlib, and etc.

4.1.ILLUSTRATIVE EXAMPLES FOR BROKEN COMPONENTS
As presented in Section 3, the cone shape is central symmetric geometry and
centroids of the cross-sections is one dimensional feature. Model level’s feature fitting is
used to best-fit features. Because each cross-section is circle, model level’s feature fitting
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is sufficient to best-fit the model. But for other case, such as for the bearing house model
shown in Figure 4.1 (a), it needs combine model level’s feature-fitting with cross-section
level’s feature-fitting to obtain the best-fit result. Figure 4.1 (a) and (b) shows the nominal
model and worn component model, and the bottom surface is defined as the reference
surface for cross-sections and features construction shown in Figure 4.1 (c). The geometry
of bearing house is also symmetric and the feature is in one dimension, but each crosssection has inner holes. After model level’s feature-fitting, the features are best-fitted as
shown in Figure 4.2 (b). As can be seen from Figure 4.2 (c), the transformation matrix is
used to transform the worn model’s cross-sections. The outside cross-sections are not bestfitted, but the inner holes on the cross-sections are not best-fitted. According Lemma 1,
there is one rotation freedom left after model level’s feature fitting. Figure 4.3 (a) shows
one un best-fitted cross-section from nominal model and worn model, then the centroids of
the inner holes are calculated for the cross-section level’s feature fitting. As Figure 4.3 (a)
shows, the red dots represent the features from nominal model’s cross-section, and blue
stars represent the features from worn model’s cross-section. Cross-section level’s featurefitting is adopted to best-fit the features and the result shows in Figure 4.3 (b). Combine
model level’s feature-fitting with cross-section level’s feature-fitting, the inner holes on
the cross-sections are fitted and the worn bearing house model is best-fitted with the
nominal model as shown in Figure 4.3 (c). After that, cross-section comparison algorithm
is adopted to construct the fracture surface. For this bearing house model, cross-section
comparison algorithm for the initial slice direction as shown in Figure 4.4 (a) is not
sufficient to construct the whole fracture surface. Therefore, another slice direction which
is perpendicular to the first slice direction is adopted for the second cross-section
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comparison. Generally, three orthogonal slice direction for shape adaption algorithm will
cover the whole fracture surface depends on the geometry. Otherwise, it needs to decrease
the layer thickness for slicing. The fracture surface construction result is shown in Figure
4.4 (c). Then the fracture surface boundary vertices are dilated as shown in Figure 4.5 and
the dilated fracture surface is used for mesh trim. Finally, the defect geometry is
reconstructed as shown in Figure 4.6. Other illustrative examples for broken parts are
bracket and turbine rotor. As Table 4.1 shows, the feature of bracket is in three dimension
and model level’s feature fitting is used to best-fit the model. Two fracture surfaces are
constructed and then to trim the nominal model to obtain the defect geometry. For the
turbine rotor, the feature is in one dimensional without inner holes. For the cross-section
level’s feature-fitting, the corners of the minimal area bounding box of the cross-section
are defined as features for the feature-fitting. The feature-fitting and defect reconstruct
result is shown in Table 4.1.

(a) Original model

Defect

(b) Worn model

(c) Initial cross-sections with features

Figure 4.1 Bearing house model and cross-sections with features
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(a) Initial features

(b) Best-fitted features

(c) Best-fit result after model level’s feature-fitting

Figure 4.2 Model level’s feature-fitting for 1D feature—Bearing house

(a) Initial cross-section

(b) Best-fitted cross-section

(c) Multi-feature-fitting result after cross-section level’s

Figure 4.3 Cross-section level’s feature-fitting—Bearing house
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Slice direction 1

(a) Cross-section comparison along the first axis

Slice direction 2

(c) Fracture surface

(b) Cross-section comparison along the second axis

Figure 4.4 Shape adaption algorithm—Bearing house

(a) Dilated boundary vertices

(b) Dilated fracture surface

Figure 4.5 Fracture surface dilation—Bearing house
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Front view

Back view

(a) Fracture surface on worn
bearing house

(b) Defect geometry

(c) Defect geometry with
worn bearing house

Figure 4.6 Mesh trim and defect reconstruction—Bearing house
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Table 4.1 Multi-feature fitting and shape adaption algorithm for broken parts.
(a) Bracket.
Part name

(a) Bracket

Input

Nominal bracket model

Worn bracket model

Initial cross-sections and features

Best-fitted cross-sections

Defect geometry

Defect geometry with worn bracket model

Feature-fitting

Defect
reconstruction
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Table 4.1 Multi-feature fitting and shape adaption algorithm for broken parts.
(b) Turbine rotor. (cont.)
Part name

(b) Turbine rotor

Input

Nominal turbine rotor model

Worn turbine rotor model

Initial cross-sections and features

Best-fitted cross-sections

Feature-fitting

Defect
reconstruction

Defect geometry with worn turbine rotor
Defect geometry

model
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4.2.ILLUSTRATIVE EXAMPLES FOR DEFORMED COMPONENTS
This subsection will discuss the strategy of applying the methodology for the
deformed components. Blades are the most critical components in an aero engine and a
small change of the blade geometry can lead to a large change in engine performance [31,
32]. A lot of researches focus on developing the automated repair processes for aero-engine
components in the papers [2, 5, 12, 13, 18-22, 33, 34], especially for blades. In this paper,
a curved blade model is used to demonstrate the worn area modeling processes developed
in this paper. As Figure 4.7 (a) and (b) shows, a nominal curved blade mesh model and a
deformed mesh model are input for the feature-fitting and defect reconstruction. A triangle
on the blade top surface is selected for the reference to define the slice direction and initial
slice point. Adaptive slicing and multiple features are used for the cross-section and feature
construction. Non-uniform slice layer thickness is defined for the deformed and nondeformed geometry. As can be seen from Figure 4.7 (c), a higher resolution cross-sections
are obtained by defining smaller slice layer thickness for the non-deformed geometry. The
red cross-sections and dots represent the cross-sections. The same adaptive slicing strategy
can also be applied for the non-complete geometry repair. Since each cross-section of
curved blade is not symmetric, the centroid of the cross-section and the centroid of the
minimal area bounding box are constructed for features. The strategy of adaptive slicing
and multiple features construction will provide more features from the non-deformed
geometry than the deformed area to expedite the feature-fitting iterations. The initial spatial
relationship of nominal and worn model features are shown in Figure 4.8 (a). The featurefitting result is shown in Figure 4.8 (b) and (c). After the cross-sections are best-fitted, the
whole shape adaption algorithm is adopted to construct fracture surface on nominal blade
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and deformed blade surface as shown in Figure 4.9 and Figure 4.10. The fracture surface
of the blade surface is composed of top surface and side surface. Instead of using fracture
surface to trim nominal surface to get defect geometry for broken part, intersection surface
is used to trim fracture surface to get defect geometry for deformed part. The intersection
surface between side surface of fracture surface on nominal blade surface and the side
surface of fracture surface on deformed blade surface is defined as the intersection surface.
As shown in Figure 4.11 (a), dilated side surface on the deformed blade model is used to
trim side surface on nominal model to get intersection surface on the nominal blade model
as shown in Figure 4.11 (b) and (c). Similarly, intersection surface on the deformed blade
model as shown in Figure 4.12 (b) and (c) can be obtained using dilated side surface on the
nominal blade model is used to trim side surface on deformed blade model as shown in
Figure 4.12 (a). Finally, intersection surface on nominal model is dilated to trim fracture
surface on deformed model as shown in Figure 4.13 (a) to get deformed geometry as shown
in Figure 4.13 (b) and (c). And intersection surface on deformed model is dilated to trim
fracture surface on nominal model as shown in Figure 4.14 (a) to get the missing geometry
as shown in Figure 4.14 (b) and (c). The final defect reconstruction result shows in Figure
4.15, the deformed geometry shown in Figure 4.15 (b) needs to be machined and missed
geometry shown in Figure 4.15 (c) needs to be rebuilt.
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(a) Nominal model

(c) Initial cross-sections and features
Deformed area
(b) Deformed model

Figure 4.7 Curved bladed model, adaptive slicing and feature construction

(a) Initial spatial
relationship of features

(b) Best-fitted features

(c) Best-fitted cross-sections

Figure 4.8 Multi-feature fitting results
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Top surface

Side surface

(a) Fracture surface
detection for nominal model

(b) Fracture surface construction

(c) Fracture surface on nominal

Figure 4.9 Fracture surface construction on nominal blade model

Top surface

Side surface

(a) Fracture surface detection
on deformed model

(b) Fracture surface construction

(c) Fracture surface on deformed

Figure 4.10 Fracture surface construction on deformed blade model
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Intersection surface on
nominal blade model

(a) Dilated side surface on
the deformed model

(b) Intersection surface

(c) Intersection surface on the
nominal model

Figure 4.11 Intersection surface on nominal blade

Intersection surface on
deformed blade model

(a) Dilated side surface on the
nominal model to trim side
surface on deformed model

(b) Intersection surface on
deformed model

(c) Intersection surface
on deformed model

Figure 4.12 Intersection surface on deformed blade
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Deformed geometry on the
deformed blade model

(a) Intersection surface on
nominal model to trim fracture
surface on deformed model

Nominal blade model

(b) Deformed geometry

(c) Deformed geometry on the

Figure 4.13 Intersection surface trim fracture surface on deformed blade

Missed geometry on
nominal blade model

Deformed blade model

(a) Intersection surface on deformed
model to trim fracture surface on nominal
model

(b) Missed geometry

(c) Missed geometry
on nominal model

Figure 4.14 Intersection surface trim fracture surface on original blade
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(b)Missed geometry

(c) Assembled defects

(a) Deformed geometry

Figure 4.15 Defect reconstruction result for deformed geometry
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5. CONCLUSION

In this paper, a multi-feature fitting and shape adaption algorithm is proposed to
best-fit the scanned mesh model of worn component and its nominal model and for defect
reconstruction. This paper discussed the basic principle, rigid-body best-fit lemma, of
multi-featuring-fitting. Multiple features can be used for feature-fitting according to the
geometry of the component. Model level’s feature fitting and cross-section level’s featurefitting can be combined depends on the dimension of the features and the symmetry of the
geometry. The feature-fitting algorithm couples the least-square method and the densityoutlier-detection method to approach the best-fit result. Compare with the point-to-surface
and surface-to-surface, the feature-fitting method proposed in this paper is much efficient
since features are fewer than point cloud or meshes. Meanwhile, the iteration of leastsquare method and density-based outlier detection method can eliminate the disturbance of
defect geometry for the best-fit result. The shape adaption algorithm is based on the crosssection comparison and mesh trim for the defect reconstruction. A fracture ‘point-linesurface’ detection method is proposed to construct fracture surface of the worn component
and then the fracture surface boundary is dilated to trim the nominal 3D model to obtain
defect geometry. The whole methodology developed in this paper is illustrated with typical
components with different defects. For the broken components, a bearing house, bracket
and turbine rotor are demonstrated using the methodology in this paper for symmetric or
non-symmetric component, model level feature-fitting solely or with cross-section levelfeature fitting to shows the flexibility and capability using the methodology for different
geometries. For the deformed geometry, adaptive slicing is used for the curved blade
feature construction. The adaptive slicing can be potentially used for the non-complete
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geometry’s feature construction. As for the shape adaption, intersection surface on the
nominal model and deformed model is used to obtained the deformed geometry and missed
geometry for defect reconstruction.
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DEPOSITION
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ABSTRACT

The conventional contour and zigzag toolpath pattern for laser metal deposition are
not smooth at turn points or corner points. The unsmooth toolpath causes uneven deposition,
which brings height variation and porosity problems. This paper aims to develop a smooth
toolpath generation method for laser metal deposition to improve the deposition quality. A
parametric curve equation based on trigonometric functions is derived and built. It can be
used for arbitrary smooth connections or transitions in toolpath planning and provide
constant feedrate for deposition. The proposed method was applied to a patch deposition
experiment and a component repair experiment with Ti-6Al-4V powder. The experimental
results show that the smooth toolpath can noticeably improve the dimensional accuracy
and surface roughness and reduce porosity.
Keywords: Laser metal deposition; Tool path generation; Additive manufacturing.
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1.

INTRODUCTION

Additive Manufacturing (AM) is defined by ASTM F42 Technical Committee as
the “process of joining materials to make objects from 3D model data, usually layer upon
layer, as opposed to subtractive manufacturing methodologies” [1]. Traditional
manufacturing processes require analysis of the part geometry to determine the order in
which different features can be fabricated and if tools and fixtures may be needed. In
contrast, AM technology significantly simplified the process of producing complex 3D
objects directly from CAD data and needs only some basic understanding of how the AM
machine works, the materials that are used to build the part, and dimensional details [2].
Among AM processes, Laser Metal Deposition (LMD) is an additive process that can build
up full density metallic components directly from the CAD model using a focused laser
beam to locally melt metal powder or wire. The applications of the LMD process include
the direct metallic components fabrication [3, 4]; Functionally graded materials (FGM)
parts with multiple powder hoppers with different materials [5, 6]; repair for high value
components like turbine blades, engine combustion chambers, and etc [7, 8].
For the AM process to be widely accepted by the industry, the ability of predictable,
repeatable, consistent, uniform fabrication is critical. The building process-structureproperty relationships modeled and integrated with CAD/E/M tools for each material and
process are needed [9]. A desirable depositing toolpath can not only improve dimensional
accuracy and obtain desired material microstructure properties, but also save the building
time and forming materials. The LMD process is dynamically complex process with phase
change and usually requires sophisticated model to describe the relationships between the
process input (e.g., laser power, scan speed and material mass flow rate) and the quantities
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of interest, which include the melt pool dimension and temperature [10]. Therefore, the
path planning for LMD is not only a geometric problem to generate the guide path for the
nozzle move along, but also a physical problem which combine the path with the process
input to obtain dimensional accuracy and material microstructure properties. Precious
research for LMD path planning mainly on optimizing the path planning method about
solving the geometric problem. Adaptive slicing with non-uniform layer thickness was
proposed in paper [11, 12] to save building time, multi-axis path planning with changing
slice direction and without building support structure for overhang part [13, 14]. For single
layer path planning, there are two main toolpath planning strategies in LMD path planning
generation, also for AM: the zigzag toolpath pattern and contour offsetting toolpath pattern
as shown in Figure 1.1 [15]. As can be seen from Figure 1.1 (a), the nozzle moves back
and forth along zigzag path pattern to deposit material to fill up each single layer. Different
from zigzag path pattern, the offsetting toolpath pattern in Figure 1.1 (b) adopts successive
offsets of the cross-section boundary as the toolpath elements. Since linear connection or
transition in the toolpath at the turn points and corner points, both of zigzag path pattern
and contour offsetting path pattern are discontinuous. Due to the discontinuity of the zigzag
path pattern and contour offsetting path pattern, the nozzle undergoes acceleration and
deceleration at the turning points (i.e., decelerate the nozzle to zero speed at the turn point
and accelerate to the predefined speed from the turn point). As Figure 1.2 shows, the
feedrate change at a turn point or corner point is correlated with the angle between adjacent
path segments with the assumption that keep the constant federate value. The change of
the vector feedrate f is 2 f * sin( / 2) , where f is the feedrate, and α is the angle between the
current path segment and the extension of the previous segment. Therefore, the non-smooth
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path pattern may cause overfilling or vibration at the turn points or the corner points from
the beginning of the acceleration process to the end of the deceleration process. For repair,
it may also cause uneven surface and porosities at the boundary between deposited area
and base material [16, 17]. The discontinuity problem that also exists in pocketing milling,
especially for high-speed machining (HSM), was discussed in the papers [18-20]. Arc or
bi-arc segments were used to connect or transit the zigzag toolpath or contour-offsetting
path for pocking milling. However, arc segments might not be robust enough for arbitrary
toolpath connection or transition in AM tool path planning.
There has been a little work on smooth tool path generation for LMD. In order to
improve the evenness of adjacent passes or layers, the focus of this work is to find a general
solution to realize any kinds of connection or transition for 2D/3D deposition toolpaths and
get an entire smooth toolpath. Vibration test with the tool path planning is also studied and
the proposed method was applied to a patch deposition experiment and a component repair
experiment.
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(a) Zigzag toolpath pattern

(b) Contour offsetting toolpath pattern

Figure 1.1 Two main toolpath planning strategies in AM



f

f
f

Figure 1.2 Feedrate change at turning/corner points
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2. RELATED WORKS

Toolpath for LMD is a predefined trajectory along which the nozzle is driven to
deposit metallic powder or wire melt by focused laser beam to build 3D component layer
by layer. As depositing quality (e.g. surface roughness, dimensional accuracy and
mechanical properties) are influenced by the toolpath as well as some other deposition
parameters, many efforts involving toolpath planning to optimize it. Currently, offset
toolpath pattern and zigzag toolpath pattern are mainly employed in LMD with their own
pros and cons respectively. In the offset pattern, offset segments of the geometry
boundaries are constructed and used as trajectory for the nozzle to move along. It mainly
includes contour-parallel path and spiral-like offsetting path. Therefore, offset toolpath
pattern can get better surface accuracy of the boundary. The problem is the computation
cost to detect the intersection of offset edges and removing invalid loops and numerically
stable [21-23]. When the geometry has multi-cavity structures, the shapes of boundaries
tend to be comparatively complex for offset toolpath planning. Meanwhile, offset toolpath
may bring about more uncut toolpaths when it comes to sharp corner points in the toolpath.
To reduce the computation complexity for toolpath planning for the whole deposition layer,
an optimized method which divides the deposition layer into several regions for while the
offsetting paths is generated for every single region component [3]. The geometry skeleton
based offsetting toolpath generation method was introduced to reduce void and gap area
brings by uncut toolpath [24]. By contrast, zigzag toolpath contains series path segments
corresponding to back and forth motion in a fixed direction within the boundary to fill up
the interior part. This approach is comparatively simple and fast to realize at the expense
of manufacturing accuracy. The common zigzag pattern follows the longest side of the
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geometry results in the shortest deposition path. The problem for zigzag pattern is the
existence of vast number of turn points in the toolpath to bring about exacerbation of
fabricating quality and efficiency. With different direction angle of the zigzag path, the
total path length and idle path number could be different. Optimal direction angle for zigzag
path generation was studied in paper [25] to reduce the ratio of the idle path. Another
problem of zigzag path pattern is the warpage of forming material as the tool-path is along
the same direction in one specific layer, which can be alleviated by the offset toolpath. In
order to fulfill the merits of these two approaches, it is suggested that offset toolpath be
used for the boundaries for achieving good surface smoothness and zigzag toolpath filling
be used for the interior regions for achieving required part strength as well as acceptable
machining efficiency.
The previous research for the LMD path planning mainly focus on optimize the
toolpath generation algorithm to simplify the computation complexity, short the building
time and improve the dimensional accuracy. But the conventional zigzag toolpath and
contour toolpath pattern are still discontinuous at turn points or corner points. The
unsmooth toolpath causes uneven deposition, which brings height variation and porosity
problems. On the other aspect, the toolpath is not independent from the deposition
parameters (e.g., laser power, scan speed and material mass flow rate). For example, a
predefined layer thickness and toolpath interval needs to match the actual values which
determined by the input parameters and also the material itself. Otherwise, the deposited
material geometry will be different with the desired geometry defined by toolpath and
cause the whole deposition fail.
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The objective of this paper is to improve the evenness of adjacent passes or layers
through a smooth toolpath generation method. The smooth toolpath motion will provide a
constant deposition feedrate for the entire deposition toolpath. With the smooth toolpath,
deposition idle time is also controlled for each single deposition pass to obtain an even
deposition during whole deposition process. Vibration test is adopted to measure the
acceleration along the deposition toolpath motion. The rest of this paper is organized as
following: Section 3 discuss the discontinuity problem definition of toolpath planning in
AM and gives a general solution for the problem. The laser metal deposition experiment,
vibration test and microstructure study are presented in Section 4. Finally, it gives a
conclusion.
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3. METHODOLOGY

This section will first discuss and define the discontinuous problem in toolpath
planning of AM and then derive a general solution according to the problem definition.
Smooth toolpath examples will be given by applying the proposed method.

3.1.PROBLEM DEFINITION AND SOLUTION
The discontinuous problem happens in the turn points or corner points in the
toolpath planning. Because the zigzag toolpath pattern and the contour offsetting toolpath
pattern are two main toolpath planning strategies, an example of an outside contour
toolpath with an inner zigzag toolpath example shown in Figure 3.1 is presented to analyze
different types of connection or transition that need to be dealt with. As shown in Figure 3
(a), there is a 3D model of the number ‘3’ with several corner points at the contour.
Conventional contour and zigzag toolpaths are generated according to the slice of the 3D
model. As shown in Figure 3 (b), there are four types of connections or transition discussed
as follows:


Connection between zigzag toolpath as shown at position ① . Turn points
existed from depositing path to non-depositing path and vice versa. Linear
connection makes the zigzag toolpath discontinuous.



Connection of toolpath elements as shown at position ② . It is usually
impossible to fill up a layer with only one piece of zigzag toolpath or contour
toolpath when handling complex shapes. After the generation of sub-paths,
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these sub-paths need to be connected or contour toolpaths need to be connected
with zigzag paths.


Connection of adjacent layers as shown at position ③. When finished with the
current layer manufacturing, the nozzle needs to be moved to the next layer.



Transition of corner points for contour toolpath as shown at position ④. Corner
points happen in the non-smooth contour toolpath; it needs a smooth transition
to avoid discontinuous problems.

(a) 3D model

(b) Contour toolpath and zigzag toolpath for AM

(c) General definition

Figure 3.1 Problem definition of discontinuous toolpath in AM
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As Figure 3.1 (c) shows, the connection or transition problem can be generally
defined as building a curve instead of linear connection to connect arbitrary start point
with travel direction


l and

end point

p1 with travel direction m .

 
l
share common tangent direction with travel direction , m

p0

The curve also should

at the joint points

p0 , p1 . When

p0  p1 , it is connection problem; otherwise, it is transition problem. A parametric curve
equation described in Equation (1) is derived and built based on three trigonometric
functions and three vectors to provide a general solution for smooth connection or
transition.





s (t )  p  f (t ) * u  g (t ) * v  l (t ) * w



where p is the start point

(1)

p0 ; the parameter of the curve is t  [0,  / 2] ; the three

trigonometric functions are f (t )  sin( t ) , g (t )  1  cos(t ) , l (t )  (1  cos( 2t )) / 2 ; the



three vectors are u  r * l , v  r * m ,




w  p1  p0  r * l  r * m

; and

r

is the scale

coefficient to control the size of the curve. There are four main properties of this parametric
curve equation:
(1) The parametric equation satisfies the problem definition: when t  0 ,




s (0)  p0




and s ' (0)  l ; when t   / 2 , s ( / 2)  p1 , s ' ( / 2)  m
.

(2) The parametric curve is C n continuous and meets with the depositing toolpath
with C 1 continuity [26].
(3) When scale parameter
(4) When

r

is 0, the curve equation becomes a linear equation.

p0  p1 , it is connection curve; when p0  p1 , it is transition curve.
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Mathematically, the connection or transition of a conventional toolpath is C 0
continuous. The parametric curve generated by Equation (1) has infinite derivatives, which
is C n continuous and meets with the depositing toolpath at the joint point with C 1
continuity. As discussed before, the feedrate change at a turn point or a corner point
depends on the angle between adjacent path segments in the conventional zigzag tool path
or contour tool path. Using the smooth curve, the angle between adjacent path segments at
a turn point or a corner point is close to zero after interpolation. Therefore, the smooth
toolpath offers a constant speed for the depositing toolpath. The scale parameter r in the
three vectors of Equation (1) can control the size of the curve, which can potentially provide
adaptive idle time for each single path during the deposition. The parametric curve is a
robust, flexible, and efficient solution for arbitrary 2D/3D toolpath connection or transition.

3.2.SMOOTH TOOLPATH EXAMPLES
This subsection gives smooth toolpath examples generated by the proposed method.
A smooth zigzag toolpath example is generated for a patch deposition as shown in Figure
3.2 (b), compared with a conventional non-smooth toolpath as shown in Figure 3.2 (a). A
smooth curve is adopted to connect each single path in each layer and adjacent layers (the
blue line represents the depositing toolpath and the red line represents the non-depositing
toolpath). The raster direction of adjacent layers changed to get interlaced zigzag toolpath
and to shorten the travel time from current layer to the next layer. A smooth transition
toolpath example for contour toolpath is shown in Figure 3.3. Smooth transitions for corner
points and smooth connections between connective layers are obtained using the proposed
smooth toolpath generation method. Different transition curve sizes are defined
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corresponding to the different scale coefficients described in Figure 3.3 (a), (b), and (c).
The smooth toolpath generation method is also applied to optimize the toolpath generation
for a component repair. As shown in Figure 3.4 (a), there is a hole defect in the component.
The defect area is scanned to get point cloud as described in Figure 3.4 (b). Then, the
convex hull algorithm is used to obtain the slices and the toolpath, which includes the
outside contour toolpath and the inside zigzag toolpath can be generated by the raster
toolpath generation method [16]. Figure 3.4 (c) shows the optimized toolpath by smooth
connection and transition.

Figure 3.2 Smooth toolpath pattern for laser metal deposition

Figure 3.3 Contour toolpaths by smooth transition with different curve size
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Figure 3.4 Optimized toolpath using smooth toolpath generation for repair
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4. EXPERIMENTS

4.1.VIBRATION TEST
Vibration test is implemented to measure the vibration of non-smooth and smooth
zigzag tool path. The overview of the vibration test system layout as shown in Figure 4.1.
The hardware includes CNC machine, a three-axis ADXL345 accelerometer, Arduino
board, and a laptop PC. The deposition tool path is uploaded to CNC for the motion,
meanwhile, accelerometer doing measurement, Arduino board acquires data and transfers
data to laptop for data collection. Along with the motion of the deposition path, the
acceleration of X, Y, Z axis was measured respectively. In this paper, the vibration test was
adopted to measure the acceleration of two layers’ non-smooth zigzag toolpath and its
smooth zigzag toolpath generated by proposed method as shown in Figure 4.2. The
inclination angle with respect to x-axis in this toolpath generation is

=

45°. For the

whole deposition path, the feedrate is keep in constant value 1000 mm/min. Three-axis
acceleration measurement plot is shown in Figure 4.3. From the plot in Figure 4.3 (a) we
can see the peak acceleration value happens at each turn point of the non-smooth zigzag
toolpath since the change of the vector feedrate f is 2 f * sin(  / 2) at the turn point. But for
the smooth zigzag toolpath, the angle change of the vector feedrate is close to 0. But it still
has acceleration because of the smooth connection curve is interpolated with small linear
segments. The peak acceleration value of the smooth zigzag path happens at the
intermediate point of linear segments of the smooth connection curve. The acceleration
range of those toolpath is summarized in Table 4.1 and the maximal acceleration value
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reduce 40% in X axis and 20% in Y axis. Since the only acceleration happens at adjacent
layers’ connection, we don’t consider Z axis acceleration for the comparison.

CNC machine

Accelerator sensor

PC

(a) CNC machine and PC

(b) Arduino board and accelerator sensor

Figure 4.1 The layout of vibration test system

(a) Two layers’ non-smooth zigzag path

(b) Two layers’ smooth zigzag path

Figure 4.2 Tool path for vibration test
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(a) Non-smooth tool path

(b) Smooth tool path

Figure 4.3 Acceleration measurement plot
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Table 4.1 Acceleration measurement result
Axis

Acceleration range of non-smooth
zigzag path (Unit: mm/S2)

Acceleration range of smooth
zigzag path (Unit: mm/S2)

X

[-977.119, 884.607]

[-599.681, 540.099]

Y

[-669.295, 815.593]

[-631.543, 586.731]

Z

[-171.399, 169.549]

[-192.512, 149.627]

4.2.LASER METAL DEPOSITION EXPERIMENT
Deposition experiments were implemented at Missouri S&T laser-aided
manufacturing process (LAMP) lab using the LMD system, which consists of an argonpurged chamber, a 1 kW Nd-YAG fiber laser, a side nozzle powder feeder, and 3-axis
numerical control work table. Figure 4.4 shows the experimental set-up of the LAMP LMD
system.
A patch deposition experiment using Ti-6Al-4V powder was implemented to
demonstrate the difference using the smooth zigzag toolpath and the non-smooth zigzag
toolpath described in Figure 3.2. The metal powder used for this experiment is Ti-6Al-4V
alloy with a size distribution of -60 +120 mesh. It has a chemical composition of 6.33%
aluminum, 4.1% vanadium, 0.17% iron, 0.19% oxygen, and the remainder is titanium. The
parameters for the patch deposition are shown in Table 4.2 and the parameters are chosen
according to previous deposition tests.

As shown in Figure 4.5, the deposition

experimental results demonstrate that the surface roughness and dimensional evenness is
noticeably improved using the smooth zigzag toolpath compared with the non-smooth
zigzag toolpath. During the deposition, the tool path come out for non-depositing
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movement (instead of moving along the deposited edge) and then come in for depositing
movement. It avoids add more powders to the melt pool on the edge. The smooth
parametric curve provides smooth transition from the depositing path to the non-depositing
path. In other words, it provides constant deposition feedrate for the depositing tool path
to reduce the height variation causes from feedrate change. Another experiment using
smooth tool path is for component repair, hybrid manufacturing process which integrates
LMD process with CNC machining process is adopted to repair a hole defect. As Figure
4.6 (a) shows, there is a hole defect on a Ti-6Al-4V component. After scanning, the
deposition toolpath is generated and described in Figure 3.4 (c). Figure 4.6 (b) shows the
deposition result after filling the defect area, and Figure 4.6 (c) shows the result after
machining and polishing. The repair experiment results show that there are no obvious
porosities inside the deposition area or at the boundary between base material and
deposition material using the optimized toolpath.

Figure 4.4 Schematic of the MST-LAMP LMD system
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Table 4.2 Parameters for patch deposition
Parameter

Value

Power feed rate

20 g/min

Traverse speed

600 mm/min

Deposition power

1.0 kw

Layer thickness

0.15 mm

Track width

2.0 mm

Overlap

0.5

(a) Deposition with non-smooth zigzag toolpath

(b) Deposition with smooth zigzag toolpath

Figure 4.5 Experimental results by smooth toolpath generation for laser metal deposition
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(a) A hole defect on component

(b) After deposition

(c) After machining and polishing

Figure 4.6 Repair experimental results

Table 4.3 Parameters for repair experiment
Parameter

Value

Power feed rate

20 g/min

Traverse speed

1000 mm/min

Preheat power

0.7 kw

Deposition power

1.0 kw

Layer thickness

0.035 mm

Track width

2.0 mm

Overlap

0.5

4.3.MICROSTRUCTURE STUDY
The repaired part was cut into four slots (① ② ③ ④) as shown in Figure 4.7 (a),
which contain the repaired area, deposition affected area and substrate to evaluate the
microstructure features of the samples. The view angle for each sample is specified in
Figure 4.7 (b) showing that cross section of all four samples were examined.
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(a) Repaired part was cut into four slots

(b) View angle for each sample

Figure 4.7 View angle for samples

Figure 4.8 shows images obtained by optical microscope of four samples (① ②
③ ④) of the repaired part, in which, I shows the transition edge of heat affected zone and
substrate, II shows the central region of melting pool and III shows the heat affected zone
which below the melting pool and not melt during laser deposition process.
It can be noted from Figure 4.8 (I) that each layer of the repaired area combined
well with each other which ensuring the strength between each layer and the repaired area
has metallurgically combined well with Ti-64 substrate. No defects were detected. Due to
the phase grows from one layer to another and combined well with each other, there is no
obvious layer characteristic among the deposition area. Figure 4.8 (II) shows that the
melting pool area is dominated by martensite with mixed α and β phase and shows typical
basket weave structure. The acicular α phases were developed when cooling down from
the β transition temperature and the volume of α phases increases in the subsequent laser
passes due to decrease of cooling rate. It can be observed from Figure 4.8 (III) that there
are columnar crystal grain boundaries. Further investigation shows that the heat affected
zone was consisted of primary equiaxed α phase as well as some α martensite.
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Figure 4.8 Sample microstructure of the repaired part. (a) Microstructure of sample 1.

Figure 4.8 Sample microstructure of the repaired part. (b) Microstructure of sample 2.
(cont.)
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Figure 4.8 Sample microstructure of the repaired part. (c) Microstructure of sample 3.
(cont.)

Figure 4.8 Sample microstructure of the repaired part. (d) Microstructure of sample 4.
(cont.)
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5. CONCLUSION

In this paper, a smooth toolpath generation method is proposed for laser metal
deposition. A parametric curve equation based on trigonometric functions is built to
provide general solution for smooth connection or transition. Compared with arc or bi-arc
solution, the parametric curve solution in this paper is a robust, flexible, and efficient
solution for arbitrary 2D/3D toolpath connection or transition. It provides constant feedrate
for depositing tool path. Meanwhile, the scale coefficient of the curve also makes the curve
size controllable. Experiments were implemented for a patch deposition experiment and a
component repair experiment with Ti-6Al-4V metal powder. The experimental results
show that the smooth toolpath pattern can noticeably reduce porosity and improve the
dimensional accuracy and surface roughness for laser metal deposition.
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ABSTRACT

The work presented in this paper aimed to investigate a stereo vision-based hybrid
(additive and subtractive) manufacturing process using direct laser metal deposition, CNC
machining and in-process scanning to repair metallic components automatically. The focus
of this work was to realize automated alignment and adaptive tool path generation that can
repair metallic components after a single setup. Stereo vision was used to detect the defect
area for automated alignment. After the defect is located, a laser displacement sensor is
employed to scan the defect area before and after laser metal deposition. The scan is then
processed by an adaptive algorithm to generate a tool path for repairing the defect. The
hybrid manufacturing processes for repairing metallic component combine the advantages
of free-form fabrication from additive manufacturing with the high-accuracy offered by
CNC machining. A Ti-6Al-4V component with a manufacturing defect was repaired by the
proposed process. Compared to previous research on repairing worn components,
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introducing stereo vision and laser scanning dramatically simplifies the manual labor
required to extract and reconstruct the defect area’s geometry. This paper demonstrates an
automated metallic component repair process by integrating stereo vision and a laser
displacement sensor into a hybrid manufacturing system. Experimental results and
microstructure analysis shows that the defect area could be repaired feasibly and efficiently
with acceptable heat affected zone using the proposed approach.
Keywords: Additive Manufacturing, Stereo vision, Repair, Automation
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1. INTRODUCTION

During the service life, components may be subject to corrosion, impacts, variable
thermal cycles, stresses or other conditions that could cause defects or cracking [1].
Fatigue and stress cracks are common initiators of failures that cause high-performance
and high-value components to be scrapped [1, 2]. On the other hand, defects such as milling
ball indentation, cutter pull out may occur during manufacturing process. Since large
quantities energy and capital are put into high-value components, discarding such parts is
not a good option.
Conventional methodologies for repairing these components require several laborintensive and operator skill-sensitive processes. Moreover, most of them have obvious
disadvantages. For example, electron beam (EB) welding [3] needs a vacuum environment
which is expensive and difficult to apply to larger parts. The depth and spread of deposited
material are hard to control using the high velocity oxyfuel (HVOF) thermal spraying
technique [4]. Tungsten inert gas (TIG) [5] is relatively easy to apply. However, it produces
a lot of heat and causes high residual stresses, resulting in distortion and heat-related effects
in the base metal.
In recent years, the use of laser metal deposition for repair has become a research
hotspot. Pinkerton analyzed the direct laser metal deposition process for tool steel
component repair in terms of the mass deposition rate, deposition microstructure, evidence
of porosity, size of the heat-affected zone, and micro hardness [6]. His work provided
evidence that this method can produce high-quality repairs but porosity can form at the
boundaries between the original part and the added material. Graf analyzed the feasibility
of using laser metal deposition for re-filling milled grooves for repairing stainless steel and
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Ti-6Al-4V [7]). The deposition result showed no defects and good side-wall fusion, as long
as the groove is wide enough for good powder jet accessibility. Dey studied the mechanical
properties (UTS, YS, percentage elongation) of Ti-6Al-4V samples that were repaired
using hybrid manufacturing [8]. The data from the tested samples showed an enhancement
of properties of the repaired components. These above studies indicate that direct laser
metal deposition can fill the defect area well within reasonable powder jet accessibility,
and has a small and limited heat-affected zone compared with the conventional repair
methodologies. The mechanical properties of repaired components can be even better than
base material. Modern CNC technology offers a high-accuracy, high flexibility and
effective process planning technique. Consequently, the effective combination of AM and
CNC can be very powerful. The current state of the art consists of AM and CNC machining
in the same manufacturing cell for hybrid manufacturing [9-11].
Although the introduction of automation has advanced repair productivity, quality,
and reduced costly re-work on a stepwise basis, most repair processes still rely on manual
initial and final inspection. This evokes researchers to make efforts to integrate the repair
cycle (deposition/cladding, machining, scanning/inspection) into an automated process on
one working platform. The studies that have been performed mainly on specific aspects of
repairing worn out component are summarized below.


Automated repair process. Gao proposed an automated repair system that
contains digitizing, building up, machining, and inspection. A 3D digitizing
system and welding/cladding process were integrated, and the worn blade could
be detected automatically. However, the component needed to be transferred
with the fixture to the CNC machine for the machining operation after the worn
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blade was built up (Gao et al., 2005). Jason Jones developed an integrated
production system that combines laser cladding, machining and in-process
inspection in a single machine for flexible and lean remanufacturing. However,
the system uses a touch probe to scan the defect, the alignment is not efficient,
and it is difficult to access complex repair areas [12].


Extraction and reconstruction of worn area. Zheng proposed a strategy to
capture the geometry of the worn area by comparing the point cloud of the worn
part with its nominal CAD model [13]. Gao proposed an adaptive solution to
recreate the nominal geometry of an individual worn component using a reverse
engineering-based surface extension approach to achieve an automated repair
process using laser cladding/machining [14]. He and Li developed a curved
surface extension approach to construct a three-dimensional shape of the worn
area in blades using a CCD camera measurement system [15].

The previous studies focused on repairing worn components, especially on worn
turbine blades. The main and crucial work is extracting and reconstructing the worn area
by comparing it to its nominal CAD model and generating tool path for repair. Recently,
Wang presented a stereo vision-based hybrid manufacturing process to produce fully dense
metal parts with CNC level precision [16]. Bracun developed a stereo vision- based
measuring system for online welding path inspection of the critical welds or weld deposits
in multi-pass and repair welding [17]. Ryberg et al [18] adopted a stereo vision system to
capture the weld joint for correcting off-line programmed nominal robot trajectories. This
paper proposes a stereo vision-based hybrid manufacturing repair process to implement
automated metallic components repair. The whole system integrates stereo vision, a laser
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displacement sensor, laser metal deposition, and machining. The adoption of stereo vision
allows the hybrid manufacturing system to quickly target the defect area boundary on the
component. A precise laser displacement sensor is mounted to the hybrid manufacturing
system and navigated to the defect area to scan this area before and after laser metal
deposition process. Adaptive deposition and machining tool path is generated according to
the scanned point cloud. The approach is applied to repairing metallic components with a
defect caused during the manufacturing process. Compared with the worn turbine blade
repair in the previous research, the approach in this paper doesn’t need to scan the whole
worn component, fit the scanned data with its nominal CAD model, or extract and
reconstruct the worn area. Combining stereo vision and the laser displacement sensor
dramatically simplifies the work for extracting and reconstructing the defect area for repair.
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2. METHOD AND PROCESS

2.1.OVERVIEW OF AUTOMATED COMPONENT REPAIR PROCESS
Additive manufacturing has the capability of free-form fabrication, which is useful
for component repair because the defect geometry on a component is usually arbitrary and
random. As shown in Figure 2.1, hybrid manufacturing system includes two major systems:
a laser metal deposition system and a CNC milling machine system. When using the hybrid
manufacturing processes for component repair, the major problem is automation such as
automated defect region detection and measurement, and alignment between the
component and machine.

Laser

Powder
Main

feeder

spindle

Deposition nozzle

Additive manufacturing
CNC machining

Figure 2.1 A hybrid manufacturing system: Additive manufacturing and CNC machining

This paper introduces a stereo vision-based hybrid manufacturing process [16] to
realize automated metallic component repair. The automated component repair process
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includes automated defect detection, alignment, scanning/inspection, adaptive tool path
generation, and hybrid manufacturing. Figure 2.2 shows an overview of the process for
stereo vision-based automated component repair. Stereo vision is used to detect the defect
area of the component and align the component within the hybrid manufacturing system.
After alignment, a laser displacement sensor is implemented to accurately scan the
geometry of the defect. A deposition and machining tool path is then generated based on
the scan. Finally, G-code of the deposition and milling tool path is imported to the hybrid
manufacturing system to finish the repair work.

2.2.STEREO VISION AND CALIBRATION
Stereo vision is the extraction of 3D information from two different 2D images.
The two main problems of stereo vision are stereo matching and reconstruction. As the
linear camera model illustrated in Figure 2.3 (a) and (b), an ideal object point has two
projections in two cameras’ image planes. The problem with stereo matching is a
correspondence problem: A projection point in the left image, correspondence problem is
to find corresponding point in the right image. Stereo disparity d can be calculated based
on stereo matching. Points in two dimensions can also be reprojected into three dimensions
given their image coordinates and the camera intrinsic parameters. The reprojection matrix
and equation can be expressed as [19]:
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The 3D coordinates are then ( X / W , Y / W , Z / W ) . Here, ( c x , c y ) is the principal
point as the left image’s origin, f is the focal length,
in the right image,

c x'

is the principal point x coordinate

Tx is the translation vector of stereo camera in the x direction,

d  xl  xr is the disparity (the coordinate difference between corresponding points in two
2D images.)

Stereo vision

Automated defect
detection

Laser
displacement
sensor

Automated alignment
Component for repair
Adaptive deposition/
milling tool path
Scan defect area/
deposition result

Hybrid manufacturing system
Laser metal deposition/CNC
milling
G-code

Manufacturing
process

Repaired
component

Figure 2.2 Process of automated component repair
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Left image
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Right image
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xr

xl
cl

Pa

Pb

cr

f
Projection center
of left camera

Projection center
of right camera

(a) Projection of object point in stereo images

Ol

T

Or

(b) Linear model of stereo vision

Figure 2.3 Principle of stereo vision

As we can see from equation (1), camera intrinsic and extrinsic parameters need to
be calibrated to extract 3D information. The process of determining intrinsic and extrinsic
camera parameters is camera calibration. The intrinsic parameters include focal length,
principal point, and distortion parameters, while the extrinsic parameters are the rotation
matrix and translation vector between left and right camera coordinate systems. As shown
in Figure 2.4, a chessboard, which is viewed by the stereo camera at different viewing
angles and distances, was adopted for calibration. The calibration method was developed
by Zhang [20].
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Figure 2.4 Chessboard viewing at different angels and distances by stereo vision camera
with founded corners for calibration

2.3.AUTOMATED DEFECT DETECTION AND ALIGNMENT
After calibration, a stereo vision camera is used to obtain spatial information of the
defect area. This includes two steps. The first step is automated boundary detection of the
defect area in the camera coordinate system. The second step is aligning camera coordinate
system and hybrid manufacturing coordinate system. Finally, the boundary information
about the defect is transformed to a hybrid manufacturing coordinate system.
In order to automatically detect the defect, circle marks are put around the defect
area, as shown in Figure 2.5. The marks allow the image processing algorithm to more
easily identify the defect. And then 3D coordinates of circle marks in camera coordinate
system can be calculated by stereo vision algorithm illustrated in Section 2.2. Figure 2.5
describes the automated defect detection process. Table 2.1 is the result of the 3D
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measurement example above. By using stereo vision, we can see the measurement result is
accurate enough (less 0.5mm error in this example) to target the defect area.

Table 2.1 An example of circle centers detection and 3D measurement by stereo vision
Coordinates in stereo
vision

Distance by stereo
vision

Actual
distance

(Unit: mm)

(Unit: mm)

(Unit: mm)

P0

[ 25.01, -0.75, 123.74]

P0P1

9.12

9

P1

[ 25.36, 8.31, 124.76]

P1P2

15.32

15

P2

[40.65,

P2P3

9.41

9

P3

[ 38.38, -1.65, 125.53]

P3P0

13.52

13

7.39, 124.24]

The next step is to align camera coordinate system with the hybrid manufacturing
coordinate system. Actually, alignment determines the transformation matrix, which
includes the rotation matrix and translation vector between those two coordinate systems.
The transformation matrix is a homogeneous transformation matrix for two Cartesian
coordinate systems [21]. The following Equation (2) explain the method to calculate
hm

transformation matrix Tcam . Four spatial positions, which are not in one plane on the hybrid
hm

manufacturing system, are used to calculate Tcam . Read each coordinate of those four
positions in hybrid manufacturing system and then calculate the corresponding coordinate
of those four positions in the camera coordinate system by stereo vision.
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Put marks around defect area

Left vision

Circle detection

Right vision

3D measurement
Defect area boundary

Figure 2.5 Automated defect detection in camera coordinate system
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2.4.ADAPTIVE TOOL PATH GENERATION
During the whole repair process, stereo vision tells the hybrid manufacturing
system where the defect area boundary is. The laser displacement sensor is then employed
to scan the defect area precisely. It tells what the geometry of the defect area is. Even
though stereo vision could do 3D reconstruction of the defect area, it is sensitive to the
surface and viewing angle and requires a high computation cost for processing the required
data. In contrast with stereo vision, the laser displacement sensor is more reliable, efficient
and accurate. On the other hand, it is a non-contact measurement method, unlike the touch
probe. The laser displacement sensor is commanded to scan the defect area based on the
automated defect detection and alignment result. The zigzag scanning tool path is generated,
and a scanned point cloud of the defect area is obtained as shown in Figure 2.6. In this
paper, the adaptive tool path generation algorithm is developed for both deposition and
machining. The whole algorithm is explained as follows:
Step 1: Set up deposition parameters such as layer thickness, deposition track width,
overlap, and tolerance.
Step 2: Find the boundary in the Z axis and project the point cloud into parallel
planes normal to the Z direction within the boundary.
Step 3: Use convex hull algorithm for each plane to find convex hull of those points
in this plane as shown in Figure 2.7 (a).
Step 4: Adopt the raster tool path algorithm to generate the deposition tool path
according to the convex hull as shown in Figure 2.7 (b).
Step 5: Repeat Steps 3 and 4 until the total paths for all layers are completed.
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Figure 2.6 Precise scanning with laser displacement sensor and the scanned point cloud
of defect area

a) Convex hull of point cloud

b) Adaptive deposition tool path

Figure 2.7 Adaptive tool path generation：convex hull extraction of point cloud and
raster tool path generation
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3. EXPERIMENTS

3.1.EXPERIMENT SETUP AND RESULT
A stereo vision based hybrid manufacturing system was built for metallic
components repair as shown in Figure 3.1 [16]. A laser deposition machine （Rofin–
Sinar 025）and a 5-axis CNC milling machine (Fadal VMC-3016L) were integrated for
the hybrid manufacturing process [9]. A Fujifilm 3D camera with wireless data transfer for
stereo vision and a laser displacement sensor were employed for precise scanning. The
main software for the experiments, including camera calibration, image processing, 3D
measurement, tool path generation, and post-processing were developed in the Python
environment with libraries including StereoVision, OpenCV, Scipy, Matplotlib, etc.
Component repairing is usually implemented for recycling worn components like
turbine blades. In this paper, we apply our approach to repair Ti-6Al-4V component with
a manufacturing defect. The metal powder used for this experiment is a Ti-6Al-4V alloy
with a size distribution of -60 +120 mesh. It has a chemical composition of 6.33%
aluminum, 4.1% vanadium, 0.17% iron, 0.19% oxygen, and the remainder is titanium. The
parameters in Table 3.1 were chosen for the laser metal deposition experiment, CNC
milling operation and tool path generation for the Ti-6Al-4V component repair. Figure 3.2
shows the component with the defect mounted on the hybrid manufacturing system. After
aligning and scanning the defect area, Ti-6Al-4V component was closed in a region with
an argon shielding gas environment for laser metal deposition. The defect area on the Ti6Al-4V component that needed to be repaired is shown in Figure 3.3 (a). After repair by
the hybrid manufacturing process, the defect area was well-covered by the deposition
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material, which can be seen in Figure 3.3 (b) and (c). And after machining process, we
found the porosities in the deposition area as shown in Figure 3.3 (c). The deposition
parameters may need to be optimized to eliminate porosity in the intermediate region for
future study. In this paper, we focused on the automated alignment and adaptive tool path
generation using stereo vision-based hybrid manufacturing process.

Automated detection of defect area boundary

Precise scanning of defect area

Precise scanning of deposition result

①
Stereo vision
camera

Laser
deposition
&
Machining
tool path

Laser displacement
sensor

Wireless data transfer
Cable data
Hybrid manufacturing machine

Figure 3.1 Stereo vision-based hybrid manufacturing system

③

②
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Table 3.1 Parameters for laser metal deposition and milling experiment
for Ti-6Al-4V component repair
Laser metal powder deposition

CNC milling

Power feed rate

0.33 rpm

Milling tool

0.5 inch diameter

Scan speed

150 mm/min

Tool velocity

200 mm/min

Layer thickness

0.25 mm

Spindle speed

800 rpm

Track width

2 mm

Track width overlap

0.5

Defect area on Ti-6Al-4V component

Figure 3.2 Ti-6Al-4V component be closed in shielding gas mounted
on the hybrid manufacturing system

(a) Defect area on Ti-6Al-4V
component

(b) Laser metal deposition result for
defect area

(c) Milling result after laser metal
deposition

Figure 3.3 Experimental results by stereo vision-based hybrid manufacturing repair
process
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3.2. MICROSTRUCTURE STUDY OF REPAIRED SAMPLES
To study the microstructure of the repaired component, a sample with a ball
indentation defect was repaired using proposed process as shown in Figure 3.4 (a). As
Figure 3.4 (b) shows, this sample was cut into four slots using an EDM machine and
polished to observe the metal microstructure of the heat-affected zone.

a) A repaired sample with ball indentation defect on Ti-6Al-4V component

b) View angle of four slots cutting for microstructure study

Figure 3.4 Repaired sample for microstructure study

As shown in Figure 3.5, the item number (① ② ③ ④) is the index for each
sample slot and the item number (Ⅰ Ⅱ Ⅲ) is the index for position of different feature on
each cross section. Ⅰ shows the transition edge of the heat affected area and the original
material area. The edge is smooth between these two areas. Ⅱshows the center area of the
laser metal deposition. This area is dominated by martensite. Ⅲ shows the heat affected
zone, which is below the melting pool, but this area is not melted during the deposition
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process. These photos indicate that this automatic repair process could satisfy the
requirements of restoring the geometry of the metallic component with a small heat
affected zone and no obvious inner porosity.

Figure 3.5 Microstructure study of repaired samples
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4. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK

In this paper, a stereo vision-based hybrid manufacturing process was proposed for
repairing metallic components. This method combines the advantages of a one-setup
process from AM and the high-accuracy offered by CNC machine. Stereo vision and a laser
displacement sensor were employed to realize the automated defect boundary detection,
alignment, precise scanning, and adaptive tool path generation. We applied this approach
to repair metallic components with defects caused during the manufacturing process. Ti6Al-4V component repairing experiment was performed to verify the proposed approach,
and microstructure was studied for the repaired sample. The experiment results show that
the proposed automated repair process is feasible and efficient for repairing metallic
components. Compared with previous research on worn components, it dramatically
simplifies the work for extracting and reconstructing the defect area geometry. However,
deposition parameters may need to be optimized in the future experiments to achieve a
good density quality of the repaired area. To implement the repair task at more flexible and
larger scale, these processes will adopt a robot arm as the moving mechanism.
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SECTION
2. CONCLUSION

Since each repair case is unique, manual operation is not only labor intensive but it
is also not satisfactory in terms of time, cost, reliability, and accuracy. Therefore, it is very
challenging and important to investigate and develop efficient methods and automated
repair processes for best-fit and defect reconstruction, toolpath generation and
manufacturing processes integration and automation when applying hybrid manufacturing
for metallic component repair. A multi-feature fitting algorithm and a cross-section
comparison based shape adaption algorithm are developed to best-fit the scanned mesh
model of worn component and its nominal model and for defect reconstruction. The basic
mathematical principle of rigid-body best-fit using features is presented. Multiple features
can be constructed for feature-fitting according to the geometry of the component. Model
level’s feature fitting and cross-section level’s feature-fitting are combined to best-fit the
worn component model with its nominal model. The feature-fitting algorithm couples the
least-square method and the density-outlier-detection method to approach the best-fit result.
Compare with the point-to-surface and surface-to-surface, the feature-fitting method
proposed in this dissertation is much efficient since features are fewer than point cloud or
meshes. Meanwhile, the iteration of least-square method and density-based outlier
detection method can eliminate the disturbance of defect geometry for the best-fit result.
The shape adaption algorithm is based on the cross-section comparison and mesh trim for
the defect reconstruction. A fracture ‘point-line-surface’ detection method is proposed to
construct fracture surface of the worn component and then the fracture surface boundary is
dilated to trim the nominal 3D model to obtain defect geometry. The whole methodology
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is illustrated with typical components with different defects. For the broken components, a
bearing house, bracket and turbine rotor are demonstrated using the methodology in this
paper for symmetric or non-symmetric component, model level feature-fitting solely or
with cross-section level-feature fitting to shows the flexibility and capability using the
methodology for different geometries. For the deformed geometry, adaptive slicing is used
for the curved blade feature construction. The adaptive slicing can be potentially used for
the non-complete geometry’s feature construction. As for the shape adaption, intersection
surface on the nominal model and deformed model is used to obtained the deformed
geometry and missed geometry for defect reconstruction.
In order to improve the deposition quality for metallic component fabrication and
repair, a smooth toolpath generation method is proposed and implemented for laser metal
deposition. A parametric curve equation based on trigonometric functions is built to
provide general solution for smooth connection or transition. Compared with arc or bi-arc
solution, the parametric curve solution is a robust, flexible, and efficient solution for
arbitrary 2D/3D toolpath connection or transition. It provides constant feedrate for
depositing toolpath. Meanwhile, the scale coefficient of the curve also makes the curve size
controllable. Experiments were implemented for a patch deposition experiment and a
component repair experiment with Ti-6Al-4V metal powder. The experimental results
show that the smooth toolpath pattern can noticeably reduce porosity and improve the
dimensional accuracy and surface roughness for laser metal deposition.
To integrate and automate the hybrid manufacturing processes for repair, a stereo
vision-based hybrid manufacturing process was investigated and developed for repairing
metallic components. This method combines the advantages of a one-setup process from
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AM and the high-accuracy offered by CNC machine. Stereo vision and a laser
displacement sensor were employed to realize the automated defect boundary detection,
alignment, precise scanning, and adaptive tool path generation. We applied this approach
to repair metallic components with defects caused during the manufacturing process. Ti6Al-4V component repairing experiment was performed to verify the proposed approach,
and microstructure was studied for the repaired sample. The experiment results show that
the proposed automated repair process is feasible and efficient for repairing metallic
components. Compared with previous research on worn components, it dramatically
simplifies the work for extracting and reconstructing the defect area geometry.
The overall outcomes of this dissertation addressed several key issues which
challenging the application of hybrid manufacturing for metallic component repair. It
covers the processes from worn area modeling, toolpath generation, repair system
integration and automation. The algorithm design for worn area modeling provides
efficient and robust algorithm for worn component with different kinds of geometries and
defects. And the smooth toolpath generation method improves the deposition evenness to
obtain better dimensional accuracy and reduce the porosities. In addition, the stereo-vision
based automated repair processes which integrate laser metal deposition, CNC machining,
3D scanning and adaptive toolpath generation into one single platform to improve the
efficiency and reduce the manual operation for repair. The algorithms, methodologies, and
processes developed in this dissertation also can be extended for the additive
manufacturing, manufacturing and measurement automation, and part inspection.
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